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About Us 

Just as your horse’s memory is a treasure to you, creating a keepsake for you is 
a treasure for me. Jennifer Metesh Studios strives to make the highest 

quality horsehair keepsakes available on the market today. By using only high
 quality materials sourced from the USA, all of our wall mounted keepsakes are designed

�ƚŢ�ōêƍƚ�ê�ōĸĬĕƚĸŖĕ�êŘč�êƅĕ�ʨʧʧ͂�ĆƢƍƚŢŖĸǊêąōĕ�ƚŢ�Ǐƚ�êŘǀ�čĕĆŢƅ�êŘč�ƂĕƅƍŢŘêō�ƍƚǀōĕ˸��

This catalog features standard options that I offer as a starting point to creating 
your wall mounted keepsake. Choose from the options on the following pages, 

or contact us to create something unqiuely you. Include a ribbon, change the shape
 of the frame- your imagination is the limit!  

**This catalog is designed to give you an estimate of the cost of your custom keepsake based on 
the options you choose. Final prices are subject to change based on suppliers. Jennifer 
qĕƚĕƍĳ�©ƚƢčĸŢƍ�ƺĸōō�ƍĕŘč�ǀŢƢ�ê�ǏŘêō�ĸŘƹŢĸĆĕ�ƺĳĕŘ�ǀŢƢ�êƅĕ�ƅĕêčǀ�ƚŢ�ŖêŊĕ�ǀŢƢƅ�ƂƢƅĆĳêƍĕ˸��



Frame# 550 

¶ĳĸƍ�ĆōêƍƍĸĆ˳�ʨ˻�ƺĸčĕ�ƂƅŢǏōĕ�
ƍĸŖƂōĕ�ƺŢŢč�ĬƅêŖĕ�Ǐƚƍ�ƺĕōō�ĸŘ
ŖŢƍƚ�ƍĕƚƚĸŘĭƍ�êŘč�ĆêŘ�ĳêƹĕ�
ĕĸƚĳĕƅ�ê�ƚƅêčĸƚĸŢŘêō�Ţƅ�ĆŢŘƚĕŖƂŢƅǀ
Ĭĕĕō˸�¶ĳĕ�ƚƺŢ̊ƚŢŘĕ�ĬƅêŖĕ�ŖŢƹĕƍ�
ĬƅŢŖ�čêƅŊ�ƚŢ�ōĸĭĳƚ�êƍ�ǀŢƢƅ�ĕǀĕ�ŖŢƹĕƍ�
ƚŢƺêƅč�ƚĳĕ�ĆĕŘƚĕƅ�ŢĬ�ƚĳĕ�ĬƅêŖĕ˸
�ĸĆƚƢƅĕč�ĸŘ�ÕêōŘƢƚ˸��

 

Pricing:   8x10     9x12   11x14 

$100.00 $125.00 $140.00

Frame# 460

This simple, classic, wood frame 
ƺĸƚĳ�ê�ƍōŢƂĕ�ŢĬ��ʨ�ʮ˾ʯ˻�ĸƍ�ƂĕƅĬĕĆƚ
êƍ�êŘ�êŘƚĸƄƢĕ�ƅĕƂƅŢčƢĆƚĸŢŘ�ąƢƚ
ƺŢƅŊƍ�ŇƢƍƚ�êƍ�ƺĕōō�ĸŘ�ŖŢčĕƅŘ�
ƍĕƚƚĸŘĭƍ˸
�ĸĆƚƢƅĕč�ĸŘ�OƢŘƚĕƅ�IƅĕĕŘ��

 ŢōŢƅ� ĳŢĸĆĕƍ˲�ÕêōŘƢƚ˳�ÔĸŘƚêĭĕ� ĳĕƅƅǀ˳�¡ŢƍĕƺŢŢč˳�¡Ƣąąĕč��ƅŢŘǊĕ˳�qêƚƚĕ��ōêĆŊ˳
IōŢƍƍ��ōêĆŊ˳�IŢōč�gĕêĬ˳�gĸŘĕŘ�Õĳĸƚĕ˳�¡Ţǀêō��ōƢĕ˳�OŢōĸčêǀ�¡ĕč˳�OƢŘƚĕƅ�IƅĕĕŘ��

 

Pricing:   8x10     9x12   11x14 

$120.00 $145.00

 ŢōŢƅ� ĳŢĸĆĕƍ˲�ÕêōŘƢƚ˳�ÔĸŘƚêĭĕ� ĳĕƅƅǀ˳�¡ŢƍĕƺŢŢč˳�¡Ƣąąĕč��ƅŢŘǊĕ˳�qêƚƚĕ��ōêĆŊ˳
IōŢƍƍ��ōêĆŊ˳�IŢōč�gĕêĬ˳�gĸŘĕŘ�Õĳĸƚĕ˳�¡Ţǀêō��ōƢĕ˳�OŢōĸčêǀ�¡ĕč˳�OƢŘƚĕƅ�IƅĕĕŘ��

$175.00

Frames



Frames

Frame# 810

 

Pricing:   8x10     9x12   11x14 

$90.00 $110.00 $135.00

Frame# 820

This 1 7/8" contemporary 
rectangle frame is simple and 
works well in most settings. 
Pictured in Linen White. 

Color Choices: Color Choices: Walnut, Vintage Cherry, Rosewood, Rubbed Bronze, Matte Black,
Gloss Black, Gold Leaf, Linen White, Royal Blue, Holiday Red, Hunter Green   

 

Pricing:   8x10     9x12   11x14 

$110.00 $130.00

Color Choices: Color Choices: Walnut, Vintage Cherry, Rosewood, Rubbed Bronze, Matte Black,
Gloss Black, Gold Leaf, Linen White, Royal Blue, Holiday Red, Hunter Green   

$160.00

This frame features a very narrow 
and minimal wood edge
ƺĸƚĳ�ê�ƺĸčƚĳ�ŢĬ�ʨ˻�êŘč�ê�ǐêƚ
ĆŢŘƚĕŖƂŢƅêƅǀ�ƂƅŢǏōĕ�ĆƢƚ˸�
This frame is a good choice for 
smaller sized spaces. 
Pictured in Gold Leaf. 



Frames

Colors For Frames #460, #550, #810, #820  



Frames

Frame# 851

 

Pricing:   8x10     9x12   11x14 

$90.00 $110.00 $135.00

Frame# 862

This stunning rectangular frame is 
1 7/8" with soft rounded outside
edges to create a frame both
contemporary and sophisticated. 
Pictured in Matte Black. 

 

Color Choices: 

 

Pricing:   8x10     9x12   11x14 

$110.00 $130.00

Color Choices: 

$160.00

This simple rectangular frame has a 
1"width and is a contemporary frame
with 90 degree edges. The two-tone
ǏŘĸƍĳ�êŘč�ƺŢŢč�ĭƅêĸŘ�êƂƂĕêƅêŘĆĕ˳�
are unique in every frame.
¶ĳĕ�ĬƅêŖĕ�ĳêƍ�ê�ǏŘĸƍĳ�ƚĳêƚ�ĸƍ�
ƍŢǏƍƚĸĆêƚĕč�êŘč�ƍĸŖƂōĕ�ƚŢ�ŖêƚĆĳ�ƚŢ
today's design and furniture trends. 
Pictured in Mocha.  

qŢĆĳê˳��ōêĆŊ� ĳĕƅƅǀ˳�¡Ƣąąĕč��ƅŢŘǊĕ˳�qêƚƚĕ��ōêĆŊ˳�©ƢŘƍĕƚ�IŢōč˳�
IŢōč�gĕêĬ˳�gĸŘĕŘ�Õĳĸƚĕ�͋��ŘƚĸƄƢĕ�Õĳĸƚĕ��

qŢĆĳê˳��ōêĆŊ� ĳĕƅƅǀ˳�¡Ƣąąĕč��ƅŢŘǊĕ˳�qêƚƚĕ��ōêĆŊ˳�©ƢŘƍĕƚ�IŢōč˳�
IŢōč�gĕêĬ˳�gĸŘĕŘ�Õĳĸƚĕ�͋��ŘƚĸƄƢĕ�Õĳĸƚĕ��



Frames

Frame# 871

 

Pricing:   8x10     9x12   11x14 

$100.00 $120.00 $135.00

Color Choices: 

This simple, classic- yet
contemporary frame features a 
1 5/8” scooping rectangular
ƂƅŢǏōĕ�ƚĳêƚ�ĆêŘ�Ǐƚ�ĸŘ�ąŢƚĳ�ŖŢčĕƅŘ�
ƍĕƚƚĸŘĭƍ�êƍ�ƺĕōō�êƍ�êŘƚĸƄƢĕ�ĸŘƍƂĸƅĕč
ones.  
�ĸĆƚƢƅĕč�ĸŘ�¡Ƣąąĕč��ƅŢŘǊĕ˸��

�ōêĆŊ� ĳĕƅƅǀ˳�qŢĆĳê˳�¡Ƣąąĕč��ƅŢŘǊĕ˳�qêƚƚĕ��ōêĆŊ˳�©ƢŘƍĕƚ�IŢōč˳�
IŢōč�gĕêĬ˳�͋�gĸŘĕŘ�Õĳĸƚĕ˸�̄�ŘƚĸƄƢĕ�Õĳĸƚĕ�ŘŢƚ�êƹêĸōêąōĕ˸̅�

Colors For Frames #851, #862 #871 



Frames

Glass- 

�ƅĕŖĸƢŖ� ōĕêƅ̊�ʫʬ͂�½Ô�Hĸōƚĕƅĕč˳�ōĕƍƍ�ƚĳêŘ�ʯ͂�ōĸĭĳƚ�ƅĕǐĕĆƚĸŢŘ˸

¶ĳĕ�ƚǀƂĕ�ŢĬ�ĭōêƍƍ�ǀŢƢ�ĆĳŢŢƍĕ�ƚŢ�ĆŢƹĕƅ�ǀŢƢƅ�ŊĕĕƂƍêŊĕ�ĆêŘ�êĬĬĕĆƚ�ĳŢƺ�ƺĕōō�ĸƚ�
ƺĸōō�ƍƚêŘč�ƚĳĕ�ƚĕƍƚ�ŢĬ�ƚĸŖĕ˸�½Ô�Ǐōƚĕƅĕč�ĭōêƍƍ�ƺĸōō�ƂƅŢƚĕĆƚ�ǀŢƢƅ�ĳêĸƅ�êŘč�ƂĳŢƚŢ�
ĬƅŢŖ�ĬêčĸŘĭ�ĸĬ�ĸŘ�čĸƅĕĆƚ�ōĸĭĳƚ˳�êŘč�ƚĳĕ�ƍŖêōōĕƅ�ƚĳĕ�ƂĕƅĆĕŘƚêĭĕ�ŢĬ�ōĸĭĳƚ�ƅĕǐĕĆƚĸŢŘ˳�ƚĳĕ
ƍŖêōōĕƅ�ƚĳĕ�êŖŢƢŘƚ�ŢĬ�ƅĕǐĕĆƚĸŢŘ�ƚĳĕ�ĭōêƍƍ�ĳêƍ˸���

 

Pricing:   8x10     9x12   11x14 

  $35.00 $40.00 $45.00

�Řƚĸ̊¡ĕǐĕĆƚĸƹĕ̊�ʮʯ͂�½Ô�Hĸōƚĕƅĕč˳�ōĕƍƍ�ƚĳêŘ�ʨ͂�ōĸĭĳƚ�ƅĕǐĕĆƚĸŢŘ˸� 

Pricing:   8x10     9x12   11x14 

$52.00 $58.00 $60.00

 ŢŘƍĕƅƹêƚĸŢŘ� ōĕêƅ̊�ʰʮ͂�½Ô�Hĸōƚĕƅĕč˳�ōĕƍƍ�ƚĳêŘ�ʯ͂�ōĸĭĳƚ�ƅĕǐĕĆƚĸŢŘ˸

Pricing:   8x10     9x12   11x14 

$75.00 $80.00 $85.00

qƢƍĕƢŖ� Ƣêōĸƚǀ̊�ʰʰ͂�½Ô�Hĸōƚĕƅĕč˳�ōĕƍƍ�ƚĳêŘ�ʨ͂�ōĸĭĳƚ�ƅĕǐĕĆƚĸŢŘ˸� 

Pricing:   8x10     9x12   11x14 

$85.00 $110.00 $135.00 



Braids

Your horse’s hair is table braided into a pattern of your choice and inserted into 
the matting to create a keepsake that is both timeless and contemporary.

 
   

A

B

C

D

Hair Requirments: All the braids listed below require at least 300 hairs. I recommend 
sending everything you have. It will be washed and what isn’t used will be returned to you.

Braids A,B & C: Single braid consiting of 28 strands. $150.  

Braid D:   3x 16-strand braids that have been sewn together 
  with horsehair. $225.  

If you’d like to have a framer local to you do the framing, 
Jennifer Metesh Studios can provide just the braid for you. 
Braids A,B & C:  $175. 
Braid D: $250. 



Name Plates 

Name plates can be added to personalize your keepsake. Add a name, a
 date, or anything special to you! Name plates are available with hand engraving 

or machine engraving. The size of the plate is chosen by JMS based on the 
size of the frame and the size of the requested engraving.    

Machine Engraving - [Laser or Etching] is available on any of the plates below, 
 in any number of letters or lines. $25.00 per plate.

Fonts: Block, Script, or Roman.  

OêŘč�1ŘĭƅêƹĸŘĭ�̊�ĸƍ�êƹêĸōêąōĕ�ŢŘ�ƚĳĕ�Ǐƅƍƚ�ʫ�Ƃōêƚĕƍ�ōĸƍƚĕč�ąĕōŢƺ˸�
$6.00 per letter, minimum charge $25.00.  

Hand engraving is done in the traditional style of hand push or hammer and chisel. 
Fonts: Block, Script, or Roman.   

 
Corner

 Options: 

Plate Options: 

Polished Brass
Machine or Hand 

Engraving

Polished Aluminum 
Machine or Hand 

Engraving

Black on Polished Brass
Machine or Hand 

Engraving

Black on Aluminum
Machine or Hand 

Engraving

Silver over
Black Aluminum

Machine Engraving Only

Gold over
Black Aluminum

Machine Engraving Only



Matting & Backing 

The items are double matted in the frame. 
This means that the bottom mat appears
underneath the braid and the name plate.
Matting may be the same color or different.
Matting paper is available in standard 
colors. For special requests, such 
as textured matting or unusual colors,
please contact Jennifer Metesh Studios. 
 

 

 

Pricing:   8x10     9x12   11x14 

$100.00 $120.00 $140.00

Matting price includes pringing the 
photo, double matting, attaching 
hanging components, and assembling 
the frame.  

*Jennifer Metesh Studios uses a local 
business for matting; availabliliy of 
materials and pricing are subject to change. 

Backing

Matting

9x12 and 11x14 inch frames are only available as wall hangings with 
hanging wire mounted to the back of the frame. 

The 8x10 frame is available with hanging wire to be mounted to the wall 
or with an easel back to be set on a table for $25.00. 

Orientation: Portrait or Landscape 



Wall Keepsake Order Form

Name: Date: 

Shipping Address: 

Email: Phone: 

2022

Frame #: Size: Color: 
Price 

Glass: Size: 

Braid Choice:
(Please Circle)  A B C D

Nameplate Color: Corner Choice: Engraving Style: (Please Circle) 

MACHINE  HAND

What would you like engraved? Font: 

Matting Size: Top Color: Bottom Color:

Backing Choice: (For 8x10 only, Please Circle) 

Wire hanging  Easel Back

Total Estimated Price: 

* Please note this is the estimated price of your keepsake. This price does not include return shipping and 
Tennessee sale tax if you reside in Tennessee. Jennifer Metesh Studios does rely on 3rd party businesses to help

 complete these keepsakes. Supply costs and time to complete may vary slightly.
 Estimated turn around time 5-6 weeks.   

Please email completed forms to info@jennifermeteshstudios.com. 
��ǏŘêōĸǊĕč�ĸŘƹŢĸĆĕ�ƺĸōō�ąĕ�ĕŖêĸōĕč�ąêĆŊ�ƚŢ�ǀŢƢ˸��

JMS 
Jennifer Metesh Studios

Orientation: 

LANDSCAPEPORTRAIT

(Please Circle)


